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MEET THE GX SERIES
Xblitz GX is a series of innovative car holders with fast charging mode and automatic rotation.
The o�er includes up to 4 models, each characterized by its own style. Choose yours favorite 
and enjoy the comfort of use that no other device of this type will give you!



GX series car holders can be mounted in two ways – using a mounting clip or a suction 
cup. You can attach the mounting clip on the vent, or using the suction cup, you can 

attach the holder on the windshield or dashboard of your car.



USB
TYPE C     

65 - 105 mm
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COMPACT AND
UNIVERSAL

Built-in holding arms have a wide regulation range, thanks 
to which the device is compatible with almost every 

smartphone available on the market. The USB-C cable 
guarantees full compatibility and stable connection.



DESIGN
GX series holders are characteri-

stic with their impeccable 
design.

Every single model was desi-
gned with thought and functio-
nality, allowing it to seamlessly 

fit into the interior of your car. 

The matte material in which the 
holder is covered is resistant to 

scratches and ensures a tight 
grip of the device during sharp 

turns or bumps on the road.

Highlighted logo and shiny 
elements add the device a 

charming touch



CHARGING

15W
CHARGING

15W
GX holder series support 15W inductive charging, which 

directly transfers to a much faster charging time for your 
phone. Thanks to a bigger charging power, the device will 

charge your phone much faster than traditional induc-
tion chargers. Remember, to fully use this charging 

technology, your device must support 15W charging.
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ELECTRIC

GX series holders are 
equipped with an innova-
tive automatic rotating 
system to the horizontal 
position. It is an excellent 
solution for those who 
will use the holder as car 
navigation. Except the 
obvious advantages that 
come from functionality 
of the device, the auto-
matic rotation will make 
a great impression on the 
passengers.

AUTOMATIC
ROTATION



WORK
MODES2

You are in full control. In standard settings, GX holders rotate 90° to the hori-
zontal position, but all it takes is one click to change the holder position to 

vertical one. The device will remember your last used setting and turn on in the 
last used mode. 



PLATINUM SERIES
Xblitz GX series holders are one of products in our 
new Platinum Series, which is characterized by its 

sophisticated design and a high-quality finish. 
The product is designed with the thought of 

functionality and design.

SERIES
PLATINUM



INDUCTION
POWER 
Xblitz GX series holders have a 
wireless charging function that 
automatically turns on as soon as 
you place the smartphone in the 
holder. The function guarantees that 
you wont have to worry about your 
phone battery running low when 
driving. 



MOUNTING
SYSTEM

Thanks to a special, strong suction 
cup, you can mount every GX series 

holder on the windshield or the 
dashboard of your car. It is a great 

solution for drivers that want to 
position their phone on their eye 

level.

POWERFUL SUCTION CUP

MOUNTING REGULATION

ROTATING HEAD
Makes it easy to set the phone.

Mounts tightly on even glass surface,
as well as dashboard.

 Allows to set the angle of the arm.



CONVENIENT NAVIGATION
The horizontal position in the Xblitz GX series holders  will be 
perfect for car navigation. It is also a good solution when you 
want to watch videos or view photos while stopping your car



DANE TECHNICZNE
Model: Xblitz GX Series

Place of assembly:

Working Power:

Input:

Output:

Power Port:

Automatic rotation:

Foreign body detector:

Overvoltage protection:

Overheating protection:

Sensor range:

Farah Capacitor:

Charging e�ciency:

Adjustable foot:

Working temperature:

Weight:

Size (without handle):

Kit includes

Ventilation grille or flat surfaces (glass / cockpit)

5W, 7.5W, 10W, 15W max

9V / 1.67A, 5V / 2A, 12V / 1.5A

9V / 1.2A, 5V / 1.0A, 12V / 1.25A

USB-C

YES 

YES

YES

YES

~6mm

1.5F

70%

YES

-20~45°C

140g

120x66x22mm

Smartphone holder, user manual x1,
car windshield telescopic mount x1,
car air vent mount x1, USB-C cable


